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THE SERIES
Every year, all around the world, women and men 
have set their minds on crafting a better future, 
one breakthrough at a time.

Every Day, hundreds of REUTERS journalists 
roam the planet, witnessing every breakthrough 
following every scientific campaign, and recording 
the inventions that bloom in these fertile minds. 
From the tiles benches of the state-of-the-art 
laboratories to the stark living conditions of those 
gone searching for answers to the borders of the 
civilized world, REUTERS does not miss a thing.

Each documentary will be a year-round summary 
of what noticeable happened in the scientific 
world.

The journalists will tell us how the medical world 
has been rejuvenated by new discoveries: new 
technologies that enabled new hopes in the fight 
against cancer, novel treatments for diseases 
inspired by animals and plants, or even the secrets 
to better health. We will discover how scientists 
are trying to find the best ways to clean up or to 
conserve our planet, but we will also highlight 
the technologies that we mimic from animals or 
plants.

Robotics will tell the ongoing adventure of those 
silicone-brained, steel-wired beings that take 
their first steps. From hyperintelligence AI to the 
unlimited strength of industrial robots, man and 
machines live together and reinvent themselves 
to the point where it becomes difficult to tell the 
difference between where the former ends and 
the latter begins.

The last iteration will set forth the nascent 
technologies that could very well change life as we 
know it in the near future.

The high-tech discoveries in informatics, the 
entire array of drones that invalids our skies, and 
even our space dreams sometimes rely on small 
inventions that quietly spring up from a laboratory 
in Silicon Valley or a small garage somewhere in 
the world.

This will be a comprehensive series on science and 
technology – an unprecedented overview of the 
most incredible breakthroughs and anonymous 
geniuses that are shaping the world in which we 
will live tomorrow.



Just like the first explorers took the sea in search of new continents, in what was seen as crazy endeavor, 
space explorers look for new planets, with ever greater risks.

Astronomers from all around the globe turn their gaze to the stars to understand and unveil the mysteries 
of the skies. 

Our own Solar System, although, well-mapped, remains a terra incognita. Each of its planets has never 
felt the steps of a human emissary. This year, survey missions flew over the stark landscapes of Pluto, 
probes plummeted to their death in the storms of Jupiter and brought back mesmerizing pictures.

But one planet, our close neighbor, is crystallizing the hopes of ever claiming a new world. Mars, the 
red planet, is the prize of a scientific race. In the UK, rovers hone their skills to drive effortlessly on the 
Martian ridges, as in Japan, water hunting robots are ready to train on the moon first. 

Past the planets, over our little corner of universe, billions of billions of worlds await. Satellites and 
probes embark on life-long journey, some to rendezvous with an asteroid, others to learn more about 
exoplanets. But each of every one of these machines bears the marks of human inventiveness, such as 
origami-based antennae, foldable heat shields or state of the art AI pilots.

The race to the stars rages on, international groups and private efforts stimulate one another, to the 
point where what was a dream is soon to be a reality. Thanks to inventors, scientists and engineers, this 
final frontier might be humanity’s most beautiful conquest. 

EPISODE #1

SPACE

• ALIEN LIFE
• DEEP SPACE
• MAN ON SPACE
• SATELLITE
• DISCOVERING OUR SOLAR 

SYSTEM



EPISODE #2

MEDICINE

From the first surgeries to the state-of-the-art technologies in today operation rooms, medicine 
has been the most impactful science in our lives for ages.

No one can estimate the number of lives that have been eased or saved by medical progress. 

And yet, we keep on discovering new treatments, finding new cures and inventing leading -edge 
techniques that could save even more lives in the future.

This year, doctors and researchers from China to Brazil, from Israel to Tanzania, came up with the 
foremost breakthroughs, and Reuters witnessed them all.

The ongoing fight against cancer won some battles: in Spain, Egyptian mummies have revealed 
new clues, in the U.S., a simple vaccine has boosted life expectancy in brain cancer and Dutch 
robotic biopsy could change forever cancer screenings.

Diseases like malaria, Parkinson or even HIV could soon become ancient memories thanks to 
the efforts of scientists from all over the world. Even ageing revealed its secrets through the 
mathematics of wrinkles.

But medicine is not just about curing, it is also the world of knowledge. No organ hides its secrets 
like the human brain. In the UK, neurologists have been testing the unbounded capacities of the 
babies’ brains while Swiss repaired spinal cords to make paralyzed rats walk again.

• CURE FROM NATURE
• DECIPHERING THE BRAIN
• FIGHTING THE CANCER
• LIVING IN GOOD HEALTH
• TESTING SCIENCE



Since the dawn of Man, our whole planet feels the tremors of transformation. Every ecosystem 
has been impacted, every species bears the ever-growing footprint of humanity. 

Thankfully, this year has seen scientists from all around the globe, from the northern Sweden to 
the ice caps of Antarctica, pooling their ideas to come up with new ways to help our environment: 
enzymes that eat plastic to clean up our oceans, genetics to save animals from extinction or 
using scrap metal to cut CO2 emissions… 

Green technologies are also blooming, to ensure a cleaner future. British and Americans harness 
the photosynthetic powers of algae, Palestinians learn how to tame the waves as Dutch scientists 
try to master gravity to turn upside-down our way of producing energy.

Even our cars, that pollute so much, could be the instrument of a greener Earth. Bio-composite 
vehicles, recyclable car parts or electric roads are but a few of the innovations that drive these 
researches.

EPISODE #3

GREEN TECH

• A RIDE FOR THE FUTURE
• BUILDING A BETTER FUTURE
• GREEN ENERGY
• PLASTIC POLLUTION
• RECYCLING EVERYTHING



They walk, they talk, and soon, they will think.
Robots are marching on, and they are spreading in every part of our lives.

In Japan, robots sweat on the bench, trying to mimic all of our gestures, others defeat even 
seasoned athletes on the basket court, but in Italy, humanoid robots are made for more than 
sport; they can rescue humans.

And sometimes, the worth of a robot is not in its metal envelope, but in its brain’s circuits.
Artificial intelligences are blooming all over the world. This year, British AI have diagnosed heart 
diseases, Spanish AI have learned to spot weapons on CCTV, and Saudi AI teach Arabic.

Robotics invade our lives, up to a point where the frontier between man and machine becomes 
unclear. In Switzerland, scientists develop a robotic hand controlled by brainwaves, as in Poland, 
robots help blind people to see.

Even animals begin to have their robotic counterparts. German cockroach robots scurry in the 
labs, Dutch falcon-bot soar and in Fiji, bionic fishes spy on the coral reefs.

EPISODE #4

AI & ROBOTICS

• AI
• ANIMAL BOTS
• ARTS & ROBOTICS
• PART MAN, PART ROBOT
• ROBOT HELPERS



Even if we launch probes to unknown planets, even if first settlers on Mars are a dream becoming 
reality, we still do not fully know our own planet Earth.

This year, scientists explored the frozen deserts of Antarctica and the deep trenches of our 
oceans to discover new species, new environments. From the rare hatching of endangered birds, 
to the ongoing quest for neutrinos in the laboratories of the CERN, Nature has many concealed 
treasures that we must preserve.

Just this year, bees and bats have improved our radars, elephants have refined our quake 
detectors and a humble species of aquatic moss could solve heavy metals poisoning.
Even our buried past is unearthing new inventions and springing useful knowledge, from the 
fossils that could hide a cure for today’s diseases to a few specks of rock that happen to be the 
fragments of a meteorite which could alter our solar system theories.

The Earth is the only planet we get. We lived and thrived on it, and to continue to do so, it 
becomes of paramount importance to cherish it. And the better way to love and protect, is to 
know and understand..

EPISODE #5

NATURE

• DISCOVERING OUR PLANET
• LEARNING FROM ANIMALS
• LEARNING FROM PLANTS
• SEEING OUR PLANET IN 

DANGER
• UNCOVERING OUR PAST



Technology empowers new ways of life. The discarded materials of our modern lives find new 
purposes thanks to brilliant inventions. Diesel fumes become ink, cosmetics become watercolors, 
chewing-gum takes all sort of new forms…

Technology can also save lives. A simple Morse-code-like apparatus embedded in a shoe can 
help you text for help if you are stuck on a construction site; deciphering earth geomagnetic 
variations could very well reveal the way to accurately predict earthquakes; and building origami 
skyscrapers could be a solution to quickly erect housing and hospitals on war zones.

Technology even takes up to the skies. Drones of all shapes buzz in increasing numbers over our 
heads. Inventors always shoot to the stars. Sometimes quite literally. 
Even sports cannot outrace technology. Motion capture and AI ace the tennis’ championship as 
football comes alive with VR on your tabletop. Progress has an infinite stamina, and nothing can 
stop its momentum.

Who might have foreseen the importance of the internet? Our cellphones? The selfie sticks? 
These widgets might sound inconsequential, but amidst all those avant-garde contraptions might 
hide the seeds of a bright and technological future. 

EPISODE #6

TECH WORLD

• CYBER TECH
• DRONES IN THE AIR
• PREVENTING DISASTERS
• SPORT 2.0
• AUTONOMOUS VEHICLES



THE PRODUCERS

T2MP is a production company created in May 
2017 by Thibaut Martin, who gathered a team of 
audiovisual production young talents, as much for 
organizing as for developing and writing projects 
adapted to the challenges and transitions facing this 
industry. Aged 44, Thibaut Martin has produced or 
directed hundreds of TV reports and documentaries, 
filmed over 80 countries and on every continent. 

After he successfully launched Docland Yard, branch of 
Gedeon Programmes, Thibaut Martin decided to start 
a new adventure to use his knowledge and expertise 
of the international market to develop new multi-
format programs adapted to all kind of broadcast in 
the field of science, discovery, adventure and history. 
After only one year of operation, T2MP already counts 
more than fifty hours of programs in production. 

T2MP
Reuters was founded over 167 years ago, 
and each day 2,500 journalists in nearly 200 
locations around the globe deliver unparalleled 
international and national news coverage in 16 
languages with speed, impartiality and insight. 

Reuters  stays true to the Thomson Reuters Trust 
Principles, valuing independence, integrity and 
freedom from bias to deliver news that is read and 
seen by billions of people worldwide every day.

Reuters
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